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About D&B Properties

With nearly a decade's experience in the UAE Real Estate market, D&B Properties is an acclaimed, award-winning firm and one of the leading brokerage companies in Dubai. This outstanding reputation is earned and attained through consistent hard work and positive outcome for clients via a network of exceptionally talented, professional, and multilingual real estate agents.
Who We Are

Over the years, D&B Properties has developed and expanded from excelling exclusively in the off-plan sector, into a multicultural holding company called Bayari Holding with several, prosperous divisions - D&B Properties, D&B Investments & Advisory, D&B Luxury, REAL (Real Estate Asset Leaders), RECE (Real Estate Commercial Experts), and Homes & Beyond (Holiday Homes).
D&B Properties is led by professionals who believe in building relationships based on trust and transparency with all clients, which is reflected in the company's success and milestones achieved since 2015. The firm has been recognized as the 'Top Broker of Emaar' in four consecutive years, among other prestigious awards to date, building premium collaborations with leading developers - such as Emaar, DAMAC, SOBHA, Dubai Holding, Nakheel, and Select Group - and listing platforms - such as houza, Bayut, Property Finder, Yalla Deals, and Dubizzle.
More About D&B Properties 
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 Our Client Reviews
Shafir PK
“During my recent research on Emaar South Property, I found D&B Properties very reasonable and highly professional company; especially Mr. Tamer Elmaabady who fully supported me by providing very realistic details related to various stages & types of units in the project, and performed an effective price negotiation with seller. His sincere, active and timely assistance helped me to conclude a successful transaction within merely 4 days period, with full satisfaction. Thanks Tamer and wishing you a successful career ahead.”

 
 


Jitendra Sawlani
“I would like to take this opportunity to thank D&B Properties for the professionalism in handling any aspect related to leasing, listing the properties and giving an utmost care in handling buyer's and seller concerns or requests. A special mention to Miss Fatima Zahra whom I am dealing with at present for her professionalism and positivity in handling any sort of queries which made us instill more confidence in her. Good luck!”

 
 


Amanda Madsen
“We recently purchased a property and had Bradley Meechan from D&B Properties acting as our purchase agent. Brad was absolutely wonderful in the whole process, from finding us properties, meeting us at inspections and generally helping in the process of purchasing a property here in Dubai. I would highly recommend Brad and his team.”

 
 


Toby C
“Ruba Mohamad from the leasing department at D&B Properties was extremely helpful, professional and flexible when searching for a new rental home for myself. Her experience meant she didn't waste my time and only showed me apartments which fitted my budget and location preferences. Fantastic service!”

 
 


Alena L
“I want to say thank you to Petro Stytsenko, a highly professional real estate agent who listened to my wants and needs. He was very friendly and with his help in my very special situation I was able to find an apartment for rent just in a few days. I would definitely recommend Petro as an amazing real estate agent.”

 
 









    
        
            
                
  
      A Pioneer in Dubai Real Estate Industry
 
        
  In 2024, Dubai is experiencing one of its best real estate markets since the past decade. A major financial hub and business capital in the Middle East, Dubai’s economy has attracted an influx of international investors and high-net-worth individuals (HNWIs). It’s strategic position at the centre of international trade routes makes it an ideal location for businesses looking to expand into new markets, creating a massive demand for residential and commercial properties for investors to take advantage of.
As well as being a great place for business, Dubai offers an unbeatable quality of life with countless activities to enjoy year-round. With its zero residential and income tax, sunny climate, and stunning beachfront property views, Dubai real estate is an ideal destination for those seeking an investment opportunity.
There are many off plan real estate developments available offering great value long term investments with attractive ROI potential - perfect for both seasoned property investors as well as first time buyers who are just starting out on their own journey towards financial security through real estate investments. With great demand comes great supply of services. This means it is imperative that investors research for the best real estate company in Dubai and discover professional property brokers to assist with all investment and legal matters.										

        

     
D&B Properties is a top real estate agency based in Dubai, known for its exceptional customer service and extensive knowledge of the local property market. The company has been operating in the region for many years and has built a reputation as a trusted and reliable real estate consultancy in the city.
One of the key reasons why D&B Properties is deemed a great real estate agency in Dubai is its commitment to customer satisfaction. The company's real estate agents are highly trained and experienced professionals who take the time to understand their clients' needs and preferences, and work tirelessly to find them the perfect property. Whether you are looking to buy, rent, or invest in a property in Dubai, D&B Properties’ real estate consultants possess the expertise and resources to help you achieve your goals.
Another reason why D&B Properties is considered a great real estate agency is its wide range of properties available. The company has a vast portfolio of investment properties that includes apartments, villas, townhouses, and commercial properties, catering to different budgets and preferences. D&B Properties has properties in prime locations all over Dubai, including the city's most popular areas such as Dubai Marina, Downtown Dubai, Palm Jumeirah, and many more.
With nearly a decade of experience in the strong, resilient property market that is Dubai and commitment to professionalism and expertise, D&B Properties has successfully created premium collaborations with leading developers such as Emaar, DAMAC, SOBHA, Dubai Holding, Nakheel, and Select Group; as well as listing platforms such as houza, Bayut, Property Finder, Yalla Deals, and Dubizzle. Additionally committed to building relationships based on trust and transparency between clients D&B properties' success since 2015 speaks for itself through their impressive list of milestones achieved.
In addition to its customer-focused approach and wide range of properties, D&B Properties is also known for its transparent and honest business practices. The company is committed to providing accurate and up-to-date information to its clients, ensuring that they are well-informed and able to make informed decisions about their property investments.
Real estate brokers in Dubai are a vital part of the city’s real estate market, providing important services to buy property in Dubai and sell. A Dubai real estate broker has a wide range of responsibilities, including helping clients find the right property for their needs, negotiating on behalf of their clients, navigating local regulations and laws, and conducting market research.
In order to become a registered Dubai real estate broker, one must pass certain tests or examinations in areas such as public speaking and business law. Brokers must also possess a valid license from the Real Estate Regulatory Agency (RERA). In addition to these qualifications, brokers must maintain continuing education requirements throughout their career in order to stay up to date with industry trends.
There are a few benefits that come with working with a good Dubai real estate broker. Firstly, they will be able to provide clients with key insights into various market areas based on experience and expertise. Additionally, brokers can often find properties that may not necessarily be listed publicly or inform clients about upcoming properties before they hit the market. Furthermore, some off plan brokers may even have access to exclusive listings that only they can show potential buyers or tenants due to established relationships with developers in certain areas of the city.
For those who are interested in purchasing or renting property in Dubai, it is highly recommended that you consult with an experienced Dubai real estate broker who knows the local market well enough to give you sound advice around what type of property would fit your needs best within your budget restrictions.										
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 D&B License
 D&B Properties is a fully integrated real estate brokerage firm registered in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. It is licensed by the Real Estate Regulatory Agency (License No. 736292) under the Dubai Land Department. The head office of the company is 13th floor, Blue Bay Tower, Business Bay, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
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